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HIGH TEMPERATURE ELECTROCHEMICAL RESEARCH IN METALLURGY 

INTRODUCTION 

During the first six months of this project, most of the specific 
research topics which were outlined in the original proposal have been 
initiated. The proposed research concerning a sulfur probe will begin 
soon. The initiation of research involving the coulcmetric kinetic 
apparatus will await seme further testing and optimization of the coulc- 
metric oxygen control device. 

As expected, the initial contract period was partly used to 
familiarize the graduate students with the literature, principles, 
relationships, calculations, apparatus, etc. pertinent to high tempera- 
ture solid electrolyte research. However, as will be depcribed in seme 
detail, progress in the theoretical description of several of the systems, 
as well as the design and conitruction of devices and experimental 
arrangements, has already been made. The experimental apparatus for 
the several research topics is in various degrees of completion} ob- 
viously, the research with flowing liquid metals will involve more com- 
plex experimental problems than those for the control of oxygen in gas 
mixtures. 

On March 30 and 31» our chemical metallurgy research group was 
visited by Professoi Sven Eketorp and seven advanced graduate students 
from the Ferrous Metallurgy Division of the Royal Institute of Technol- 
ogy, Stockholm, Sweden. After a series of presentations describing the 
research activities of each group, individual discussions with inspec- 
tion of apparatus and facilities brought about a mutual exchange of 
Ideas and information which may lead to further interaction and coopera- 
tion between the research groups. 

In the following pages, specific reference is made to the nature 
and the progress on the Individual research topics. Associated with 
the title of each topic is the name of the graduate student who is 
active with that particular aspect of the research. Periodic "project 
meetings" involving the principal investigators and the graduate stud- 
ents have been used to »ccompllsh an understanding of the total research 
area by those engaged in the research. The following research topics 
«111 be dlscua.«ad: 

1. A Device for the Control of Oxygen Activities in Gases 

2. A Study of Characteristics of Coulonetric Pumping and the 
Control of its Rate into High Temperature Gases 

3. The Coulometrlc Control of Oxygen in Liquid Metals > 
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As discussed in the contract proposal, a feed-back control circuit 
I(potentiostat) is being designed to acconplish the electrochemical con- 

trol of the oxygen activity in gas mixtures.*   The current status of 
this device is illustrated schematically in Fig.  1.    A few important 

(design improvements have been made.    Firstly, contrary to the oxygen 
pumping cell of Yuan and Kroger,1 it seems necessary to saparate the 
inner "reading" electrode from the inner "pumping" electrode in the 
cell arrangement as shown in Fig.  1.    The rationalization for this re- 
quirement follows. I 

I 

k.    Kinetic Study of Oxygen Absorption by Molten Iron and 
Iron Alloys 

5- The Design and Testing of an Electrocatalytic Afterburner 
for Automobile Exhaust Emissions 

1. A Device for the Contr 1 of Oxygen Activities 
in Gases (Y. Agrawal) 

The outer reference electrodes (Pts and Pt2 in Fig. l) for the 
pumping and reading cell, respectively, should both equilibrate readily 
with the surrounding air at P02 = 0.21 atm. If a voltage, E, were im- 
pressed across the pumping cell, with only a small flow of current, 
then for the pumping cell, 

POaCref.) 
E ^iü fe. 

UF  P^gas) 

where PQ (ref.) = 0.21, and ?l   is the oxygen activity which is desired 

for the gas phase flowing past the inner pumping electrode. Depending 
upon the ionic resistance of the pumping cell, the auount of change in 
PQ required to reach PQ , the rate of adsorption, desorption, or re- 
action on the pumping electrode, and the degree of mixing in the flaw- 
ing gas, the desired PQ2 may or may not be accomplished by the coulo- 
metric pumping. In all cases, the system will be used with PQ < 0.21. 
The downstream reading cell with electrodes Pt1 and Pt is intended to 
measure the average PQ in the gas phase for comparison with the de- 
sired Po2' However, if the inner electrodes of the pumping and reading 

cells are made common (as was done by Yuan and Kroger1), then they are 
necessarily at the same potential. Because the two outer reference 
electrodes are necessarily equilibrated with air and, therefore, at the 
same oxygen activity, it seems that the voltage of the reading cell 

* Prior to the initiation of the contract research, a U. S. patent 
application Serial No. 833,101 describing this control system was 
filed on June 20, 1969. 

* 
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would necessarily agree with that of the pumping cell (except for a 
small in product in the pumping cell), but would not represent a meas- 
urement of PQ , the average oxygen activity in the exit gas. In our 
control ceil which is presently under evaluation, the innei electrodes 
have been separated and provided with separate Ft lead wires as shown 
in Fig. 1. To generalize the situation, when two gas electrodes of a 
given cell are required to set up a difference in Pg because of the 
application of an impressed voltage, the electrode at the higher Po2 
would be expected to remain reversible, while coulometric pumping would 
accomplish the required change in the oxygen activity in the electrode 
of lower Po2. For this reason the outer reference electrodes, Pt2 and 
Pta, may be made canmon (they are both equilibrated with PQ2 = 0.21 
anyway), but the inner electrodes at lower FQ may not be made conmon 
if the reading cell is indeed intended to measure the actual PQ of the 
flowing gas phase. Experiments to test this hypothesis and the revised 
cell design will be made soon. 

To ensure that the oxygen activity measured by the inner electrode 
of the downstream reading cell is indeed the average Po2 of the gas 
mixture, and not some steady-state VQ   resulting from laminar flow in 
the tube and the presence of a stagnant gas film on the wall, a con- 
striction has been placed inside the tube between the pumping and the 
reading cell. This ceramic constriction is a hollow cylinder approxi- 
mately 10 mm long and 3 mm I.D. which fits snugly into the 12-inn I.D. 
CaO-stabilized zirconia electrolyte tube and is p^^^-^oned between 
electrolyte tube and is positioned between electrodes Ft and Ft . This 
venturi should create sufficient turbulence in the gas stream so that 
the reading cell will indicate the average Po2 of the gas phase after 
pumping. The potentiostatic control circuit can then use the voltage- 
based on the measured FQ for comparison with the desired Po2, so that 
the current to the pumping cell can be properly provided. 

In the potentiostatic control device, a divider circuit has been 
introduced so that the ratio (E/T) of Eq. (l) is controlled rather than 
E. Control of the ratio (E/T) allows the setting >f a desired Po2 in 
the exit gas to be independent of small (or even li rge) fluctuations 
in the temperature of the reading cell. A computer program relating 
combinations of Po2 and various cell temperatures to the values of 
(E/T) has been run. However, it is now apparent that a small improve- 
ment in this part of the circuit can be made. Initially, the voltage 
from the reading cell thermocouple was used in the divider circuit to 
indicate T, and the room-temperature cold-junction correction, as well 
as the 273° required for absolute temperature, were added "manually" 
(by calculation) to convert the thermocouple voltage to "K. We are 
presently, however, revising the thermocouple input to the divider 
circuit such that the two corrections required to obtain 0K are auto- 
matically added electrically into the control circuit. After experi- 
ments have demonstrated the reliability of the control device, schematic 
drawings of the electrical circuitry will be provided in a technical 
report. 

■ 



The control cell has recently been revised and experiments are 
under way to investigate its effectiveness in controlling the oxygen 
activity in Ar-02, CO-C02, and H2-H20 gas mixtures for various flow 
rates and cell temperatures. A demonstrated success for this device 
is required before the design and use of the coulcmetric kinetic appara- 
tus can be initiated. 

2. A Study of the Characteristics of Coulcmetric 
Pumping and the Control of its Rate into High- 
Temperature Gases (A. Mogollon) 

To learn more about the interaction between a flowing gas an a 
surrounding, cylindrical p-imping electrod-», we are analyzing the com- 
position change of the gas  i terms of the three contributing and, 
perhaps, limiting factors: 

(a) assuming a reversible electrode on the outside of the 
electrolyte tube (Po2 ■ 0.21), the ionic conductivity 
of the electrolyte may limit the rate of passage of 
oxygen through the tube; 

(b) a surface reaction between adsorbed 0 or 02 and CO or 
H2, ox  desorption of 02 at the inner pumping electrode 
may limit the rate of oxygen transfer to the gas stream; 

(c) mass transport between the flawing gas and the pumping 
electrode may limit the rate of reaction (or desorption). 

We are beginning to analyze by calculation the rate of oxygen 
transfer under the assumption that only one of these steps Is rate 
controlling while nesllglble grodlant« exist at the other two. Thus, 
three different calculations are foreseen. Each calculation should 
predict a certain dependence for the current density, J, as a function 
of x (di*tanc« along the electrode), and, therefor«, a certain total 
composition change dtotal' f Jr * given applied E. 

It la Important to realize that the Intended calculations and 
experiments do not Involve the use of a potent!oatatic control circuit, 
as was described in the preceding section. However, a cylindrical 
solid electrolyte tub« with a pumping and a reading cell as Illustrated 
In Fig. 1 Is the pertinent experieental arrangement.  The calculctlcms 
assume that a given constant voltage Is applied to the pumping cell. 
With the passag« of a given total current (Itotal) throufb the pumping 
cell, a change in the average oxygen activity of the gas phas« will b« 
accomplished. Tb« resulting average ?og *m ^« Iwllcated by the 
measuring cell and compared «1th the P^ calculated from Iq. (1) to 
establish th« «fficlecsy of the p«aping proc«sa In achieving a d«sir«d 
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To analyze the pumping characteristics under rate control by step 
(a), i.e., that oxygen transfer through the tube is limited by the 
ionic conductivity of the tube, let us assume: 

(i) the electrode reactions are very fast and are, therefore, 
in local equilibrium, 

(ii) perfect mixing occurs in the gas stream so that no radial 
composition gradients exist in the gas as it flows through 
the pumping cell, and 

(iii) diffusion within the flowing gas phase in the longitud- 
inal direction is negligible. 

At steady-state, let an inert gas with oxygen partial pressure 
?0?(x=0) enter a pumping cell with internal radius, r^, and external 
radius, r0. For each stationary volume element within 
PC 
raSius, r0.    For each stationary volume element within the pumping 
cell, the rate that oxygen leaves the element (moles/sec) equals the 
rate at which oxygen flows into the element (moles/sec) plus the rate 
at which oxygen is pumped into the element {iänQ/d.t)j in moles/sec), 
or 

(2) 
x+Ax 

J(x) 2jtriAx 
(3) 

where J(x) is the local current density at the inner pumping electrode. 

From the ideal gas law 

'dno^ 

dt RT      \dt/x RT 
00 

where (dV/dt) ■ Gx is the total volumetric flow rate (cm3/sec) through 
the tube at distance x. Then 

( 

dnO. 

dt 
N x+Ax 

'/♦Ax RT x+Ax (5) 



For the addition of only a relatively small anount of oxygen, only 
a negligible change in flow rate occurs, so that, 

(G) «(G) A • G vu/x  N 'x+AX (6) 

r 

i 
i 

With the substitution of Eqs. (3) to (6) into Eq. (2), 

Division of Eq. (7) by Ax and taking the limit as AX-*-0! 

2FG 

(7) 

J(x) = 
RTnri m (8) 

The local driving force for the pessage of oxygen ions through the 
electrolyte is Enet, the difference between the applied voltage, Eappi,, 
and the local chemical voltage, Echem#(x), of "-.he pumping cell, where 

, x  RT  p02(
ref) 

chem.v    $1   p (x) g [^P0:?(ref)-^P02(x)]      (9) 

with 

Enet = lEappl.l " lEchem. (10) 

Over the Incremental electrode length Ax, 

Enet = d(x)2«ri^fl (11) 

where the ionic resistance Q through the wall of the hollow, cylindri- 
cal elei rolyte tube is given by 

ü » 
S^iot^ 

0n-u (12) 



Substitution of Er    (12) into Eq. (11) gives 

net ^ion ri (13) 

Substitution of Eqs. (8), (9) and (13) into Eq. (10) gives 

^appl. - W^^(ref) -jjj—is^J^j * - ^ PQ, 

(1*) 

I 

I 

Equation (Ik) is of tbe form 

+ C en?Qr (15) 

Revnriting Eq. (15), with further substitution of variables 

dP05 

dx 
? - «« ß - | «« Po2 » «n e Po2 

c 
B (16) 

Integration of Eq. (16) gives 

'Pn_(x) dP0g 

^P Pop'0/8 

:/B - (f | l
2 }tri<Tion 

8G 

and 

ß = exp '(^Hi^Ji^-^^A 

(17) 

(18) 

(19) 

Evaluation of Eq. (17) by numerical methods with the use of the 
computer will be accomplished to yield the function PQ (X) SO that 

J(x) from Eq. (8) and the integrated Itotal over the entire pumping 

electrode can be calculated. 

8 
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In experiments involving various values of applied E (not using 
the potentiostatic control circuit), we shall attempt to measure j(x) 
(by using various lengths of pumping electrodes). We shall further 
measure I-total "^^ Eappl. to comPare calculation and experiment. Of 

course, the theoretical analysis of the two other possible limiting 
steps must yet be accomplished. Ultimately, flowing Ar + 02, CO + C02, 
and H2 + HgO will be investigated at a couple of temperatures for a 
couple of electrodes (say Pt and Ag). The construction of the experi- 
mental apparatus is progressing. 

3« The Coulometric Control of Oxygen in 
Liquid Metals (L. Friedman) 

Oxygen is the principal refining agent used in modern metallurgi- 
cal practice. Refining of the molten metal is accomplished by the for- 
mation of insoluble oxides through reaction of dissolved oxygen with 
impurity elements. The final composition and, therefore, to a great 
extent, the final properties of the metal are deteimined by the oxygen 
content of the bath, both during the refining period and when the refined 
metal is poured. The presence of nonmetallic oxide inclusions or poros- 
ity created by the evolution of gaseous oxide compounds during solidifi- 
cation can be extremely deleterious. This phase of the project deals 
with the application of high temperature, solid electrolyte electro- 
chemical cells to control the oxygen content of liquid metals during 
their various stages of processing. 

A. Feasibility Studies on the Use of Electrochemical 
Cells for the Continuous Coulometric Deoxidation 
of Flowing Liquid Metals 

It has been proposed to remove oxygen fron liquid metals by flaw- 
ing than through or around cylindrical electrolyte tubes while inducing 
(through application of an external voltage) the traasport of oxygen 
across the electrolyte, from the metal on one side to an oxygen sink 
(e.g., the atmosphere) on the other. 

Analysis of the results of subsequent laboratory experimentation 
depends upon the development of theoretical models which treat the pos- 
sible rate-limiting kinetic mechanism involved in transporting oxygen 
from the following bulk liquid across the electrolyte to a reference 
gas (sink). 

a) Rate Limited by Transport of Oxygen Ions 
through Electrolyte 

For a process limited by the rate of transport of oxygen 
through the solid electrolyte by ionic conduction, the theoretical rate 
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J of oxygen removal from a liquid by coulometrlc titration can be computed 

from relationships analogous to those derived and presented in the pre- 
ceding section for oxygen removal from well-mixed flowing gases. 

b) Rate Limited by Diffusion of Oxygen from 
the Bulk Liquid to the Metal/Electrolyte 
Interface 

It is conceivable that in the absence of any appreciable tur- 
bulence within the flowing metal stream the rate of oxygen removal 
could be limited by atomic diffusion of dissolved oxygen in the liquid 
to the electrolyte interface.    This situation has been treated nathe- 
matically.    The analysis is outlined below. 

Oxygen Flux to and from a Stationary Volume Elment 
Within the Electrolyte Tube 

Conditions Imposed: 

(i) Cylindrical geometry 

(ii) Electrolyte tube completely filled with »et*l 

(111) Steady-state condition« 

(iv) Laminar flow of metal ftraaa 

(v)    Oxygen diffusion coefficiert*. indepandMt of coocen- 
tration 

is**      •A'     AH mJ 

10 
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where 

B0 = 1 

Bo = - 

Ban - 
(2n): 

B. 20-411- B2n-2 

so that 

B. = ^. 

_1 

16 
4-l + i _ß2            k 

1 
I6ß2 

+  1 
6k 

_l_ 1         1        l" 
^2     I6ß2     6lf 
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ikMe2 
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36 
576ft2 

+ • •' 

then, 

p(u) = i - ü! + -HL + ul. Jf. u6 u6 

U  l6ß2 Sk     lkk&s     576ß2  230^ 

This series is convergent for any value of U where ß > 1. For r = R, 
by definition U = ß and 0 = 0. Therefore, according to Eqs. (25) and 
(29), P = 0. In other words, the constants ß are the roots of the 
equation 

P(ß) - o (31) 

The vP1  root may be denoted by ßn. 

The general solution to the differential equation becomes 

"S,1-*  U  ^  P"(i) (3.) 

where the substitution b = R/ß has been made. 

Hi 
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Nusselt2 was able to calculate the n = 0, n = 1, and n = 2 values 
of ß. These are: 

ßo = 2-705 

ßi = 6.66 

ß2 = 10.3 

He also determined values of Pn as a function of r/R noting that Pn(r/R) 
must satisfy Eq. (28). The values of PQ, PJ., and P2 are given in the 
following table. 

r/R Po Pi p2 

0 1 1 1 
0.1 o.98nß 0.8923 0.753 
0.2 0.9290 0.6067 0.206 
0.3 0.8^56 0.2367 -0.290 
o.h 0.7382 -0.1062 -0.U07 
0.5 0.61^7 -0.3399 -0.201+ 
0.6 0.I4833 -O.U317 0.10U 
0.7 0.3506 -O.3985 0.278 
0.8 0.22^ -O.3051 0.278 
0.9 0.1069 -O.1637 0.1M1 
1.0 0 0 0 

Introducing the boundary condition 9 = 0O at ^ = 0, so that 

11=00 

So = E ^n (33) 
1^=0 

according to Eq. (32), where ö0 = 
c
0 - 

co> and proving mathematically 
that 

Ln = ifs  (310 n ^i r/Rsl 

Graetz3 was able to calculate values of Nn/90.   He found for the first 
three terms (n ■ 0, 1, and 2) that 

15 
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r -1•',77 ö
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/*) 

l± . 0.810 
öo 

^ = 0.385 

Substituting the values of Bn and 
L
B/flo !■ E^« (32) »»• g«t 

± - l.U77e"L ^ J ' P0(r/R) - O.BlD«"1"^^ J ' Mr, 
0o 

+ 0.385e L  w   J  P2(r/R) - ••• 

It can be seen that the concentration profile 

Oo ' c1^ 

depends only on the ratio r/p (i.e., P(r/B)) and UM dlacnakml«M 

PnDo  . group —— i. 
2vR2 

Since the imposed voltage in the intended experiaente wlU drop 
the concentration at the wall to essentially zero, the final express too 
for concentration can be written as 

^. l.U77e"mo Po(r/R) - O^lOe'"1 PjCr/H) . O.aWt'^'fWCr/ll) • ••• 

where m   =    I 0 . 
2vR2 

Although the sum of this series Is not always oaelllfttii*, U>e 
exponents are rapidly decreasing so that three teras are sufficletrt tor 
good accuracy. 
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I 
-f- = 0.0135 

By substitution of these values in Eq.  (35)> we obtain the 
converging series 

-b = 0.820e'inoi! + O.OgTSe'^^ + 0.0135e",n2^  ••• (36) 9o 

A nuo 

[ 

where ag&in n^ =■ 

"Hie metal in the lower reservior wovild be treated as if it were 
1B A stirred pot and the average oxygen activity of this reservoir would 
be determined periodically by an auxiliary solid electrolyte probe cell. 

Experisenta on the Removal of Oxygen from Non-flowing Metals 

Preliminary to working with flowing metals, coulometrlc deoxida- 
tlon of stationary liquid copper is being investigated not only to 
»«certain the effect« of variation of electrolyte materials, metal tem- 
perature, oxygen concentration, system geometry, degree of agitation, 
and applied cell voltage on the rate of oxygen removal for reference 
la the later work, but to gain some degree of expertise on experimental 
technique and procedure a« well. 

The experimental apparatus which has been set up for this purpose 
1« depicted »chematically in Kg. 3*    The molten copper and its con- 
taining crucible, a closed-end cylindrical tube (6" high, 2-1/2" I.D., 
and l/iB" wall), are held in a constant temperature zone of a molybdenum- 
wound resistance furnace.    The crucible, composed of ZrOg-lO mole % Ys03, 
serve« a dual role a« the «olid electrolye in the oxygen pumping circuit. 
Initially, the molten copper ha« dissolved in it a known amount of 
oxygen; a one-Inch deep molten silicu glass cover is provided at the 
copper surface to prevent leakage of additional oxygen into the metal 
from external source«,    k conventional ceramic cover is also used botl. 
to support the thermocouple and the cell electrode lead which protrude 
down into the melt and to prevent foreign matter from falling into the 
bath*    F.lectrlc»! contact 1« established with the molten copper through 
a duoaium cermet rod {73$ Cr - 28£ Al^O,) to alleviate contamination 
of the metal by the lead material.   Contact on the outside of the 
electrolyte crucible 1« achieved by platinization of the crucible wall 
a« previously described.    Argon ga« of constantly monitored oxygen con- 
centration 1« pa««ed around the uuter wall« of the crucible to serve as 
a refer nee ga« and oxygen «Ink. 
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Fig.3--Schematic Representation of the Reactions 
Occurring in Coulometric Deoxidation of 
Liquid Metal 
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A potential difference, applied across the electrolyte by means of 
a potentiostat as shown in Fig. 3 is used to force the oxygen concentra- 
tion at the liquid copper/electrolyte interface (inner crucible wall) 
to a very low level. This results in the establishment of a radial 
oxygen concentration gradient within the copper if oxygen transport in 
the metal is the mechanism which governs the rate of oxygen removal 
from the bath. The current, I, flowing in the cell circuit ig measured 
with the aid of a millianmeter and represents the rate at which oxygen 
is being removed from the metal. 

For the case of a completely quiescent melt, Pick's second law of 
diffusion can be employed to obtain an expression for the theoretical 
cell current as a function of time. Expressed in cylindrical coordinates 
this is written as 

^„iiiU^l (37) 
dt  r Or L   ar J 

where ary axial diffusion of oxygen is assumed to be very small and is 
therefore neglected. 

The boundary conditions for this experimental arrangement are 

(i) At t - 0, c0(r,o) ■ cj for 0 < r < R 

(ii) At t > 0, c0(R,t) «= 0 for r - R 

Assuming that D0 4 f(r>co) and applying the boundary conditions yields 
a solution to Eq.  (37) of the form4 

^ =  if 4 exp   ä&S (38) 
co      rv=l \, R" 

where Co is the average concentration of oxygen in the melt at time t, 
and R is the inner radius of the containing crucible. 

The total amount of oxygen that has been removed from the metal at 
time t, expressed as Mt, and the amount which is diffused out in infinite 
time, 1^, which represents the total amount of oxygen initially dissolved 
(a constant), can be found from Eq. (38) as 

Ä.l.i«, ä&* (39) 
^ x; 
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Tlien, applying Flick's first law to Eq.  (53) 

öi(y) 
äy a     \ öx    /jfeO 

CoBparing Eq. (5k) with Eq.  (52) we see that 

/^„lia\ 21 
(55) tea 

\ ^    /x-0     SF^11«! o 

Equation (Uj) ire Jttes the oxygen gradient in the melt in the x - direction 
(down the slab) at the metal/electrolyte interface. 

Additional work is being done to solve Eq. (55) to find an analyti- 
cal express ion for c^Q(x,y,t) which is the quantity desired in order to 
evaluate the severity and consequences of a short-circuit path for 
oxygen transport into the melt. T^e available mathematical solutions 
treating short-circuit grain boundary diffusion Into metals are being 
exnnlned for assistance in this analysis. 

5. The Design and Testing of an Electrocatalytic 
Afterburner for Automobile Exhaust Emissions 
(J. Burt, J. Kaufftaann) 

Consistent with the statement of our contract purpose, to control 
oxygen activities in flowing fluids, we are considering an electro- 
catalytic "afterburner" for the exhaust of automobiles. In principle, 
the afterburner would simply consist of a hot solid electrolyte tube 
with a long pumping cell whose inner platinum (for the initial experi- 
ments) electrode would be set at some positive potential (higher Po2) 

relative to the external air reference electrode,. The purpose of the 
cell would be to oxidize to completion any CO and hydrocarbons in the 
exhaust. 

In considering this system, many difficulties arise, but then, 
exhaust pollution is a major problem. Some new and helpful design con- 
sldtratlons are being suggested by the auto manufacturers: 

(a) leaded fuels are likely to be discontinued (the R) fouls 
catalysts), 
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(t) the maximum horsepower of engines may be reduced 

(therefore, only lower exhaust rates need he treated), 

(c) a "leaner" air-to-fuel mixture will be used (more 02 
to fuel will give lower CO/C02 in exhaust and less 
uriburned hydrocarbons. 

Some obvious problems involved with using an electrolytic "after- 
burner" of a Zr02-base electrolyte are: 

(a) possible fracture of the electrolyte tube resulting 
from thermal fluctuations and mechanical vibrations, 

(b) limited coulometric pumping capacity of the solid 
electrolyte because of limited ionic conductivity, 

(c) necessity to heat the tube much hotter than the 
exhaust gases to provide a reasonable ionic conductivity, 

(d) fouling of the pumping electrode because of deleterious 
residuals in exhaust, 

(e) possible unavailability of sufficiently cheap, reliable, 
and durable (no evaporation) electrodes. 

Consider for the moment, a simple catalytic automobile afterburner. 
Oxygen from air of half an atmosphere pressure is mixed with the 
exhaust and passed over a hot catalyst. The maximum possible oxygen 
activity of the catalyst is 0.5 atm. The rate of reaction would probably 
be reaction controlled, and for fast exhaust rates, it seems unlikely 
that highly efficient burning of CO, Ha, and hydrocarbons would be 
achieved. 

Now, in a simple electrolytic ZrOg-tube afterburner with an air 
(PQ ■ 0.21 atm) external reference electrode and the application of 
only a few hundred millivolts, an oxygen activity of 10 , 104 or 105 

atm at the inner electrode is conceivable. The rate of oxidation at 
an electrode temperature of, 1000oC, might otherwise be quite rapid, 
except that, even for a slow rate, the ionic transport in the electro- 
lyte tube would become rate controlling. In other words, while the 
electrolytic afterburner can potentially provide a fantastically high 
oxygen activity, it cannot provide the necessary flux. 

Consider, now, a combination of the two processes, i.e., an 
electrolytic afterburner for which excess air is also injected upstream. 
Conceivably, a cell voltage could maintain at the inner electrode 
P0 = 103 to 105 atm but most of the oxygen used for reaction would be 
provided from the 02 injected into the exhaust. This latter system, 
call it an "electrocatalytic" afterburner, could not be inferior in 
reaction rate to either of the simple types, although it would be some- 
what more costly, complex, etc. If the "electrocatalytic" afterburner 
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is going to provld« a significant InerMM ta oaldattoe 
to the two siaple parent«, then UM followU« 

(a)   The rat« of oxidation «uct Htpmtt critically 
activity of oxygan in the pmpim «l«etft>dt. 
condition would b« set if Uw r«t« 
wer« a reaction «tap b^ivmr. 
and 00, or 21, or C^Hy. 
daaorption control would not b« «atU 
at «ufficiantly hl^i 
trol would be acbi«v«d.) 

(b) (Partially, a re«Uf «nt of (a)),   lb« 
adtorbed oxyton anat AtpmA critically 
of oxyam, evan at «rt r—«ly hl0 «nqriM astlvttl««. 
(According 11 tb« Laapntr Adaot] 
electrode at. vld not ba clew« to 
toBperatui'M mould favor tlM "alacfroeatalytu * aft«r- 

• 

( ) 
activity INI    leact with 
siaply de.jro. 

rmy bl#i 

•.>.• equllifcritt* exchat^-a rat«« for ib« «wo »atalblt 
reaction and de«orp* ion, will <t«t«naiae wbMb 
competition for oxygen.    In turn, tbe two 
differ graatly in botb abaolut« and relative 
catalytic electrode«.   Proa ftol «all «tudie«, 
is known to be very revere Ible to tuqnfm mlMmXm ta a 
(which nay be unfavorable), but reailly dMai%a 0Q§ ( 
1« an excellent «ubt'.rate for tbe oatdatloa of byttaaafbeai ( 
favorable).   Silver, on tbe other band,  1« not vary revwratbU with 
oxygen ga« (which aa/ b« fbvorabl«), do«« aot catalyi« well tb« 
tlon of hydrocarbon« («tfbverabl«), «ad aay bav« too bl#i a 
«ure at the taapaiatitfa« of intaraat («rfbaanMa).   Odd« «1 

be worthy of coMideratioo. 

Peiearch into the 
aobile engines ha« been la . 
Mechanical Er*ineerU* «t tlM Ohio ttata Univeralty.     perttioaal 
«agin« te«t cell« are, therefore,  uawiUteiy «vailabU tm «a«. 
available 1« quantiUtive «aaiy«!« «qulpMat «a 
for CO, 00^, itJj, and udbunwd bydraau%aM.   withia a 
we expect to have «at up a •tablllt«d*il 
platimai electrode« «o that «a aay taat 
voltage to the cell will ' 
the electrode-catalyst. 
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